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Visual Streamline FAQ 

What is the intended behavior when I double-click on a record in a browse screen? 
 

Double-clicking a record in a browse screen will raise an internal ‘select’ event. The behaviour will typically be the 
same as the SELECT button that is present on most browse screens. 

 

There are basically two possible types of behaviour associated with browse screens: 

� Select a value and ENTER the process 

� Select a value and EXIT to the previous process, passing the value back 

 

ENTER the process 

This behaviour is typically encountered on browse screens for DOCUMENTS, where the browse screen precedes a 
function. For example, when the user launches Order Entry, Quote Entry or Purchase Order Maintenance, a list of 
existing documents is presented and the user can double-click an existing record to access that document. Doing so 
causes the program to display the document on the screen in either Query or Modify mode, depending on the 
circumstances. 

 

EXIT and pass the value back 

Often during the maintenance of a master file record such as customers, suppliers or products, the user needs to 
populate a field with a valid entry. For example, when assigning a Group Code to a product, the value entered must 
exist in the Product Group file. When parked on the field, the user can press F5 (ZOOM) and select an entry from the 
Product Group browse screen. The user may highlight the desired record, press SELECT, or double-click to pass that 
value BACK to product maintenance, where the corresponding field is populated with the value. 

 

So why then, when I access Product Group maintenance from the menu, can’t I double-click an existing Group 
to maintain it? 

  

Usually, the browse screen that is launched via the F5 is the same browse screen that precedes the maintenance of 
that table. The behaviour of the double-click is based on how the program is used most often. While some tables are 
maintained more frequently than others, as a rule a master table record is defined and then primarily used for 
lookup and selection from other areas. Think Terms Codes, Provinces or Sales Reps. A site may have only a few 
Sales Reps defined but the browse screen may be accessed to select a valid Rep for hundreds or even thousands of 
customer records. The relative frequency of browsing to return a value to customer maintenance far outweighs 
browsing to maintain the Reps themselves. For this reason, the maintenance browse screens have a SELECT button 
to pass the value back when enabled, and a VIEW/MODIFY button to maintain the record. 

 

 

 


